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When producing data visualizations, the difficult final step of getting the collected data to 

where it is ultimately used by the customer can be referred to as the ‘last mile’.  

 

Static images used for visualizing the structured data, even if limited to conventional 

charts such as line and bar charts, can be ‘tweaked’ in countless ways to improve the 

clarity of their message and make their appearance more aesthetically pleasing. Changes 

can include sizes of lines, bars, axes, proportions, colors, transparencies, markers, labels, 

scales, fonts, and arrangement of legends. For the less conventional methods of data 

visualization, such as box plots and radar charts, or combinations of different 

visualizations, an abundance of additional possible changes becomes available.  

 

Creating interactive or animated data visualizations adds complexity for programming, 

design, and achieving a good user experience. 

 

Examples of interactive visualizations include tool tips and the ability to hide and show 

data series. The interactive visualizations can also be more elaborate, for example time 

change animations, drilling in and through data series, and flying over animated three-

dimensional data planes overlaid on maps. 

 

Creating data visualizations is a highly interdisciplinary task drawing from expertise in 

design, usability, IT, statistical, mathematical, and industry-specific knowledge. Getting 

raw data into an end-user digestible visualized format is a task that is best assisted by 

‘The Wisdom of Crowds’—experts in each of these disciplines contributing to the ‘last 

mile’. Crowdsourcing (a community-based activity initiated and facilitated by a client) is 

a neat fit for this situation. 

 

We suggest that applying the Crowdsourcing approach promotes open innovation for data 

visualization. Furthermore, we suggest a multi-level approach using the Web as the 

platform. The levels of collaboration are: 

1. Exporting: .pdf, static image (.png), .csv, .xls files. 

2. Sharing Permalinks: URLs of interactive visualizations in their current state, 

whether by email, messaging, bookmarks or in some other way. 
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3. Embedding: 
o Integrating visualization objects into a Web page by copying and pasting HTML 

snippets, as currently offered by Google Maps and YouTube. 

o Using gadgets containing configurable and interactive data visualizations. 

4. Enhancing and creating new visualization components: 
o AJAX API for JavaScript-based visualizations. 

o RESTful API for low-level, language- and platform-independent visualizations. 

 

Rich Internet Applications are suitable for the creation of interactive data visualizations. 

A thin server-side layer for data processing communicating asynchronously to the Rich 

Client via a RESTful interface enables the speed and responsiveness end users require. 

RESTful interfaces have proven viable because of reduced complexity and increased 

stability and scalability. Rich Internet Applications built according to RESTful  principles 

easily facilitate exporting, sharing, and embedding of interactive data visualization. 

 

An AJAX API for interactive data visualization provides greater flexibility and deeper 

levels of integration with custom-built Web applications. This reaches out to the 

programming community enabling them to create custom data visualization objects based 

on a common data and event model. This API opens doors to data mashups combining 

different data sources. 

 

Documenting and publishing RESTful data interfaces provides the highest degree of 

flexibility for programmers. Data visualizations can be created by other means than 

JavaScript such as Flash or server-side reporting tools.  

 

Crowdsourcing and the multi-level approach of collaboration promotes open innovation 

for interactive data visualization. They effectively address the costs and complexity of 

‘the last mile’. 

 

 


